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AGENDA

1) ANNOUNCEMENTS
2) INTENT TO RAISE QUESTIONS
3) APPROVAL OF AGENDA
4) REVIEW OF AP 426 (K. BRADY)
5) STANDING REPORTS
   BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES – KATRINA YAMAZAKI
   CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY – YONG BA
   CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY- SCOTT NICKOLAISEN
   ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY – SAM LANDSBERGER
   PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY – GUO-MENG ZHAO
   FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY- SUNIL MANGALASSARY
   CHEMICAL SAFETY – TANYI OBENSON
   RISK MANAGEMENT / EH&S – KEVIN BRADY
   HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TECHNICIAN - ANDREW WILSON

6) NEW BUSINESS
   A) LABORATORY SAFETY PROGRAM (TRAINING IN LABS)
   B) NEGATIVE EXPOSURE ASSESSMENTS
   C) RELATED FINDINGS FROM CSUS HAZMAT AUDIT